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BSNews

September 1996

IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS

ENERGY SAVINGS

~XTRAVAGANZA
A

nyone who doubts the
willingness, ability or
enthusiasm of the Irish
energy-related industry to
embrace and promote energy
saving products and services of
the highest quality simply must
visit The Energy Show '96 at
the Burlington Hotel on 8 &
9 October next.

conference/exhibition formula
will allow conference delegates
and other visitors gain an
insight into developments in
energy technology and policy,
see products at first hand, and
exchange information and
experiences.
As such it will prove
0 .._ invaluable for
... , ~ those
~ responsible
for specifying an
energy
source,
purchasing or
managing
energy,
contracting out
services, and the
efficient and costeffective operation and control
of buildings and manufacturing
processes.

Sh

Overall, it is
estimated that
total energy
usage in
Ireland can
educed
nything
between 30
and 40%
through the
application of
existing technology,
established energy
management techniques and
good "house-keeping" practices.
That the industry is capable of
meeting that challenge and of
providing the means to achieve
that objective will be clearly
demonstrated at the show.

G\

SHOW CATALOGUE

In recognition of the importance
of this event for the building
services industry at large, much
The Energy Show '96 is a
of this issue is given over to the
combined 2-day conference and
show. Included is a five page
exhibition sponsored by the
preview of the products and
European Union SAYE
services to be presented, along
Programme, the Irish Energy
with The Energy Show '96
Centre and the Department of
Official
Catalogue, which is
Economic Development,
stitched
into the centre pages.
Northern Ireland. The proven
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996

Grundfos Acquires Interdab
The Grundfos Group has taken over the Italian pump
manufacturer, Interdab. The move is expected to give
Interdab new opportunities for development, although
no changes have been made as yet to the existing
management, organisation or product range.
"The take-over is part of the Grundfos corporate
expansion strategy towards the year 2000, which aims
to increase sales of present and new Grundfos pumps
and pumping systems", says Denis Walshe, General
Manager, Grundfos Ireland.

Energy User Cruiser
Nationwide Tour
The Energy User Cruiser, a state-of-the-art mobile information
unit on energy issues, arrived in Dublin from the UK on 8
September for a two-month series of half-day workshops
nationwide.
Aimed at manufacturing and other businesses, and staffed by
personnel from the Irish Energy Centre, the Energy User Cruiser
will advise businesses on energy saving and efficiency measures, in
a bid to achieve an estimated potential of £50 million in energy
cost savings in Ireland.
In addition to a general talk on energy management for business,
topics for discussion during the visits of the Energy User Cruiser
to industrial estates throughout the country will include lighting,
monitoring and targeting, compressed air and other areas with
potential for energy savings. Attendance at any of the locations
visited by the unit is by prior reservation with Ann Duffy/Mich~le
Keane at Tel: 0I - 836 9080 and is free of charge.
"Good energy management practices can substantially reduce
overheads", according to Eugene Connolly of the Irish Energy
Centre. "In turn, this increases competitiveness and offers scope
for job creation. We would therefore urge companies to attend
and contact us for details of lectures and potential benefits to
business", he concluded.
The Energy User Cruiser is being operated by the Irish Energy
Centre, a joint initiative between the Department of Transport,
Energy and Communications and Forbairt. It is supported by the
EU through the Community Support Framework.
1
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industrial heating equipment
Mark Eire B.V.
Coolea, Macroom, Co Cork
Ireland
Telephone 026 - 45334 (7 lines)
Fax 026 - 45383
Dublin Office: Tel/Fax: 01 - 2839156

EXCLUSIVE CABINET HEATER AVAILABLE NOW
"1 would like to use it, its the 'Rolls Royce' ofunits but we have to compete against all these
cheaper imported brands on this project. 1 will still buy it for specified projects and more
prestigious applications".
These are some of the comments made by contractors about the Mark Fohn cabinet heater. At Mark Eire
we have responded; we want to give you the best product for all your projects. So what if our margin is
smaller, lets increase market share.
You will receive the following at no extra cost:(1) A range of sizes from 100,000 BTU to 1,500,000 BTU's, horizontal or vertical all CE approved and
manufactured in Ireland;
(2) Riello burner CE approved;
(3) Comprehensive range of accessories;
(4) Easy-assembled outer casing painted in Ral colour;
(5) Control panel, fire valve, oil filter or gas train integrated in unit.
(6) The legendary Mark customer care and backup service.

Also available as optional extras
Flue gas cooler, powered flue fan if required; Stainless steel heat exchanger.
If you still need to be convinced here are some projects currently employing the Mark Fohn - St Francis
Church, Cork; Church of the Sacred Heart, Killarney; Echo Harris, Dundalk; MB Waterford; Ballydehop
Church, West Cork; News Bros, Cork; Cinema Waterford.
Please contact us at the above address and phone numbers for your free quotation, or contact our sales
engineers below.
Yours sincerely

Maurice Byrne
Dublin

Michae1 Keane
Cork

(01) 668 0510
(088) 592099

(026) 45334
(088) 528325

MarkEireBV
ps: For the 1996/97 heating season you get the Rolls Royce of cabinet heaters,
vertical or horizontal model
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
19ineers (CIBSE);
"he Mechanical Engineering & Building
Services Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Govemment, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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PAGE 26
KYOMI - LUXURY, BUT INEXPENSIVE
Kyomi bathroom products fuse beauty with practicality, form with function and
style with substance.

BEMS Workshop
Group of participants in the
workshop on building energy
management systems for the
industrial and commercial sector
organised by the Irish Energy
Centre and held in Rochestown
Park Hotel were Pat Duke, Irish
Energy Centre; John Kieran;
Waiter Heneghan, Clonmel
Health Care, and Paul Overy,
Overy Consultant.

The Energy User Cruiser which is currently on a two-month nationwide series of
half-day workshops throughout Ireland.
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TRADE NEWS

Dantherm Rink
joint Venture
Dantherm, the Danish
manufacturer of specialist
dehumidification equipment,
has recently set up a joint
venture with Rink Air
Conditioning, Dublin, for the
distribution and service of their
full range of industrial
dehumidifiers, oil and gas fired
heaters and specialised range of
building driers.
Dantherm's mUlti-purpose
product range includes
dehumidifiers for
dehumidification; dry storage;
drying out; and process drying.

ses Renews Trend Partnership

Dehumidifiers - dry storage;
drying water damage; pump
stations; food industry;
museums; churches; castles;
paper and picture archives;
depots and storage facilities.
Portable Driers - The ideal
driers for hire; construction
industry use; flood damage;
storage areas.
Contact: Rink Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 - 459 9469.

The dehumidifiers are available
in both mobile and stationery
version . With the biggest range
of different capacities on the
market, it is always possible to
choose the right model for a
given application. Specialised
applications of Dantherm
equipment include:-

Standard Control Systems have renewed their contract with Caradon
Trend Ltd. Pictured are (L to R) Steve Browning and Corm
Whitehead, Caradon Trend Ltd; and Cormac Walsh and John Roe,
Standard Control Systems.

Fernox
Superconcentrate
After years of detailed research
Femox Superconcentrate central
heating protector has now been
made available in Ireland
through Hevac Ltd.
Superconcentrate has three main
features:-

Warm Air Units - homes;
garages; workshops; production
facilities; storage facilities;
processing plant; sports centres;
exhibition centres; temporary
heating on building sites.

Fernox new Superconcentrate
from Hevac

The Dantherm range now being distributed by Rink Air Conditioning.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
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First, it is a superconcentrated
formulation and one pack (290
ml) will treat and protect a
complete system;
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HEATING CONTROLS & DEVICES (IRELAND)
a division of powrmatic Ltd

Powrmatic Reinforces Irish Presence
ollowing the recent
retirement ofWinston
Taylor and the acquisition of
his company by Powrmatic Ltd, a
new company - called Heating
Controls & Devices (Ireland), a
division of powrmatic Ltd - has
been established.

F

powrmatic capturing a significant
market share of the Irish warm
air heating, radiant heating and
flue systems market segments.
Against that background it is no
surprise that the Heating
Controls & Devices name has
been retained.
However,Winston's retirement
and this recent acquisition has
proved the catalyst for the
development of a more
concerted and aggressive
marketing strategy for powrmatic
in Ireland.The first phase in this
development programme has
already commenced with Jim
Lowry - who is long associated
with Powrmatic in Irelandtaking overall responsibility for
the new powrmatic branch.

Amanda Daly

Powrmatic has long-been
associated with HCD, the trading
partnership between the two
companies stretching back almost
30 years to when powrmatic
products were first made
available in Ireland.A continuous
supply of innovative and quality
products down through the
decades, complemented by an
excellent sales and service
support structure, has resulted in
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
DOI:
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However, day-to-day management
of the company will be controlled
by Patrick Lowry whose brief is
to look after sales and stores. He
will work closely with Amanda
Daly who will look after all
administration.
As we went to press the 7,500 sq
ft premises in Broomhill Close,
Tallaght, Dublin 24, was being redesigned and re-structured to
accommodate much larger stocks
of core products, in addition to
additional spares.

David Meller, Managing Director
of powrmatic Ltd in the UK, said:
"While we will undoubtedly miss
Winston's experience and
expertise, he has left us with a
very strong base to build on.
Continuity is also assured in that
Jim Lowry will play a much more
active role in the running of the
branch, supported by Patrick
Lowry and of course Amanda
Daly who has been with the
company for six years and is
widely known and respected by
the entire customer base.

Patrick Lowry

"We are totally committed to
expanding our business in Ireland
and, to that end, we have put in
place a clearly-defined strategy,
the recent establishment of our
own branch being a crucial part
6
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ventilation equipment, thermal
economisers, quartz linear lamp
heaters, flue products and the
Aquamatic by powrmatic range of
fan convectors, natural
convectors, cooling terminals, unit
heaters and radiant panels.

Euromatic by powrmatic suspended
gas-fired unit heaters with fanassisted combustion and closed
combustion circuit

All powrmatic Ltd gas appliances
are CE approved while the
company itself has IS0900 I and
EN2900 I accreditation.
A brief synopsis of the primary
product sectors are as follows:-

.....

'

~,

..
Aquamatic by powrmatic - electric unit
heaters

Flue Products
SystemFlue by powrmatic

Single-skin stainless steel from 4"
to 14" diameter;

of that plan. In addition to much
rger stock holdings, we are now
in a position to provide a
thoroughly professional after-sales
service support mechanism,
which is complemented by a
comprehensive spare parts
portfolio.
"Together, these improvements
- along with the 8.30am opening
five days a week - will make for
a more enhanced service to our
customers."

..

Gas vent - 4" to 12" diameter;
Class I System 250 - 5" to 12"
diameter;
System 500 diameter.

10" to 24"

CONTACT:

Heating Controls &
Devices (Ireland),
Aquamatic by powrmatic - water and
steam unit heaters

Powrmatic's portfolio is extensive
nd embraces a wide diversity of Euromatic by powrmatic
Air heaters - 29kW to 586kW;
product category types. The
company is Europe's number one Gas unit heaters - 12kW to
warm air heater manufacturer but 140kW;
is also big in gas and oil unit
Direct-fired gas heaters - 29kW
heaters, radiant tube heaters,
to 440kW;

45 Broomhill Close,Tallaght,
Dublin 24.
Tel: 0 I - 452 1533;
Fax: 01 - 452 1764

Euromatic gas heaters with fanassisted flue - I5kW to 70kW;
Radiant tube - 20kW to 70kW.
Aquamatic by powrmatic

Unit heaters - 9kW upwards;
Fan convectors;
Aquamatic by powrmatic - fan
convector

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996

Fan coil units;

SystemFlue by Powrmatic - the range
comprises single-wall and twin-wall
flue systems for domestic, commercial
and industrial applications

BSNews, September 1996 75
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TRADE NEWS
Second, the product is packaged
in a cartridge and is added to
the system via one of the
radiators using a standard
cartridge dispenser gun. This
means the plumber or heating
engineer can now treat a system
in minutes compared to the
"traditional" method which can
take hours! The product is
especially useful in the
treatment of sealed and combi
systems.
Third, and perhaps most
important, is that extensive
market research has shown that
the consumer expects his
system to be treated regularly
(much as his car has anti-freeze
added). Femox recommends the
system is re-treated with
Superconcentrate every three
years.

Heatovent/Worcester Roadshow
Worcester Heat Systems have recently completed a series of
roadshows in conjunction with Heatovent. Twenty events were held
covering most of the 26 counties to introduce the full range of
Worcester gas and oil fired Combi boilers and conventional oil
fired boilers.
Worcester Sales Manager for Ireland, Vincent Kavannagh,
comments: ''There is tremendous potential for the Worcester
product range because of its reputation for quality, reliability and
technical innovation. The recent series of roadshows have proved
this conclusively and we are already about to commence another
series in the Autumn
in response to the
interest we are
receiving".
The Worcester range
of boilers extends
from the utility WB
oil boilers to the
Heatslave oil-fired
Combi's and the gasfrred Combi·s.
Contact: Justin
Sheehan, Heatovent.
Tel: 01 - 450 8166.

It is suitable for all metals and

components commonly found
in central heating systems. The
special injector adaptor
supplied fits every radiator.

The new Worcester
Bosch Danesmoor
utility boiler from
Heatovent

Contact: Declan Kissane,
Hevac. Tel: 01 - 830 121!.

Turnover
Increases at
Grundfos
The Grundfos Group Annual
Report for 1995/96 shows an
increase in the sale of pumps,
motors and electronic
components.
With the latest annual report,
Grundfos has once again
demonstrated that it is able to
increase global sale despite the
stagnation in some of the
world's strongest economies
and despite price wars in all
markets. With an increase in
turnover of 10.5%, the Group's
total net turnover reached £634
million.

development remains a high
priority. In this respect
increased emphasis is being
placed on including users and
the buyers of future Grundfos
products in the development
process. In this way, it is
expected that user demands for
increased functionality,
improved quality and durability
will be met even more
effectively in the future.

"Several new products and the
expansion of product lines took
place during the past year", says
Denis Walshe, General
Manager, Grundfos Ireland.
"Most noticeable was a new
range of stainless steel SP
submersibles with increased
efficiency. In addition, a
completely new electronic
control unit was developed for
New products have made a
the SP series which, besides
significant
contribution to this
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
protecting the motor and pump,
growth
and research and
DOI: 10.21427/D7211J
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now makes it possible to
communicate via a control
system using the cordless
Grundfos unit R100".
Looking to the future, Walshe
says that Group Chairman and
President, Niels Due Jensen,
expects that an average annual
increase in ales of 12% up to
the year 2001 is realistic.

Contractor
Insurance Know The
Pitfalls
The first IDHE Technical
Evening of the new season was
held in the Engineers Club,
Clyde Road, Dublin 4 earlier
this month.
The evening was sponsored by
Redmond Insurance Lld and an
excellent paper was given by
Kevin Wallace on the Hibernian
In urance scheme for plumbin
and heating contractors.
Kevin went through the details
of the scheme, laying particular
emphasis on the simplicity of
the Policy - the low level of
claim excess for either products
or public liability claims by
£250 as against a usual £1000
or even £2000 on other policies.
The level of cover on offer in
the Policy is as follows:- Public
Liability - £1 million anyone
event; Products Liability - £ I
million for anyone period of
indemnity.
There were a number of other
issues raised by Kevin, such a
the availability of a "Tools in
Transit" cover; the restrictions
on cover for passenger in
commercial vehicles; and the
limit of £100 on most 3rd party
policies on commercial
vehicles. (continued nest page)

Greene Air Systems Move
Greene Air Systems Ltd have moved to larger
premises at Unit N, Marina Commercial Park,
Centre Park Road, Cork, to facilitate
customers.
Greene Air Systems deal with HVCA
products and operate a 24-hour maintenance
operation in Cork. They are also agents for
Argo Split air conditioning units and portable,
Airwell, Uniflair and Techibel.
Contact: Colm Doyle, Greene Air Systems.
Tel: 021 - 316465.
Right: Colm Doyle pictured outside Greene
Air Systems new premises in Cork

8
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McQuay chillers for process cooling
are just part of the

J & E Hall

service

to Irish industry.

We offer a complete commercial and
industrial refrigeration contracting
service. From original design to full
commissioning, including turnkey
projects, our skilled engineering team
offers complete support throughout the
lifetime of your plant.

Throughout the food and brewing
industries;

in

pharmaceuticals,

chemicals, and petrochemicals; and
in marine refrigeration,

J

& E Hall

combines the latest technical solutions
with a century of know-how.

We are also releasing a new range
of McQuay split air-conditioning
systems.

HVAC products available from our agent,
Thermo Systems. ContactAidan Lynch.
Tel: 0I - 492 5340; Fax: 0I - 492 5342

Hall
]1£11 r:[fIer sales fnaintenr:mce

Bracken Rood
Sandyford Industrial Estate DUBLIN
Tellll 295 0950

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996

Fax (1) 295 0955
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There were a number of
questions from the floor on the
issues raised and a long
discussion took place regarding
the possibility of obtaining
insurance cover for the
provision of extended warranty
contracts with householders.
The evening ended with the

customary drinks and
refreshments, courtesy of
Redmonds Insurance.
Below: IDHE Technical Evening IDHE committee members
Brendan Pluck and Sean Giffney
with Kevin Wallace of Redmond
Insurances and IDHE Chairman,
David Harris

Keston Appoints F & J Services
F&J Services has just been appointed distributor throughout Ireland for
the Keston range of condensing boilers. This confirms the company's
growing stature within the building services sector and is also an
indication of the progressive attitude principals Frank and Angela Ford
bring to the business.
It is all part of F&J Services' ongoing development programme which
included the recent move to purpose-designed premises in Cookstown
Business Centre, Tallaght, Dublin 24.
F&S Services has been in business for 13 years, during which time it has
established itself as one of the leading installation, service and
maintenance companies within the business. The company offers a total
building maintenance service, including all aspects of mechanical and
electrical requirements.
Its team of experienced and fully-qualified engineers are on call 24 hours
a day and are in constant radio contact with base to ensure speedy and
efficient response to all call-outs.
F&F Services' client base includes all blue chip companies, leading
financial institutions and Government Department, typical examples being
Microsoft, ACC Bank and General Medical Services.
It was a natural progression for the company to move into product
distribution and in Keston Frank Forde believes that he has an excellent
product range which will further enhance the overall service provided by
the company. Main concentration for the present will be on the
commerciaVindustrial sector, the modular design of the Keston range
making it ideally suited to this purpose.
Contact: Frank or Angela Forde, F&J Services. Tel: 01 - 451 7022.

Humidifiers for large
industrial areas
Textile
Tobacco
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cool Stores
Paper
Fruit and Vegetable Storage

Choice of cold water or steam systems
Controlled humidity to within :t 2.5%
Fully automatic operation
Extremely low maintenance costs
Hygienic, safe and reliable operation
Easy installation and long service life
From JS. The UK's No 1 Humidifier Co

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
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Printing
Electronics

Automotive
Furniture

NOBODY KNOWS HUMIDIFICATION BETTER

JS Humidifiers
Rustington Trading Estate, Artex Avenue,
Rustington, West Sussex, BN16 3LN, UK.
Tel: 01903 850 200 Fax 01903 850 345
email: js@js-humidifiers.compulink.co.uk
web: http://www.compulink.co.ukl-js-humidifiers/

BSNews, September 10
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Official Catalogue

Venue:
Burlington Hotel Conference Centre, Dublin
Dates & Times:
October 8th, 1996 - 9.00 am - 6.00 pm
October 9th, 1996 - 9.00 am - 5.30 pm

IRISH ENERGY CENTRE
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996
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WELCOME TOetTHE
ENERGY SHOW
al.: BS News

I have great pleasure in welcoming you to Dublin for the Energy Show '96 which
takes place against the backdrop of an EU White Paper which emphasises the
importance of energy efficiency for energy policy and the environment. It is the
first time since the oil crisis of the late seventies that an exhibition of energy
technology of this scale has been organised in Dublin.
With over 70 exhibitors, a two-day conference programme and The Energy
Show '96 Dinner, the Show has already established itself as the major event in
Ireland on energy efficiency and policy.
The Energy Show was first held in Belfast in 1995 and it is envisaged that the
show will continue to run on alternate years in Belfast and Dublin. The Irish
Energy Centre gratefully acknowledges the continued involvement of the
Department of Economic Development, Northern Ireland in organising this joint
venture the active support of the European Union's SAVE programme.
The Energy Show '96 provides the ideal opportunity to exploit the business
possibilities of energy efficiency by bringing together the providers of energy
efficiency technologies, major energy users and policy makers. Iam confident
that they will take away with them information and ideas that will influence their
decisions and operational activities over the coming year.
Your support for the Show is greatly appreciated. May I wish you every success
in attending.
Yours sincerely

Director
Irish Energy Centre

The Energy Show '96 Catalogue 1
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996
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THE ENERGY SHOW - EXHIBITION FLOOR PLAN
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Waste energy and you might as well pour
your money down the drain, and in business,
that wasted energy could cost you
thousands of pounds a year.

you'll be doing the earth a favour, cutting
down on harmful emissions of greenhouse gases.
Financial help to implement energy saving
measures may also be available in certain cases.

It shouldn't happen.
And with the help

of the

Energy Efficiency
Service, it needn't.
A free half-day advisory
visit to your premises by
technical staff could identify
practical ways to reduce energy
waste and cut costs. At the same time,

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996

To stop your cash flowing down the drain
begin by contacting:

Energy EHiciency Service,
Department of Economic Development,
Netherleigh, Massey Avenue,
Belfast, Bl4 2JP
lel: 01232 529377
Fax: 01232 529549
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THE ENERGY SHOW '96 - MEET THE EXHIBITORS

Ij

B14
A M Controls Systems
C7
ABB Kent Taylor
C4
Aerobord
B21a
AIC ISO Covers
A6
Albar Associates
APV Ireland Heat Exchangers A4
B11
Autoflame Engineering
C2/C3
Bord Gais
B4
Brook Hansen
Chatham Energy Management
Services
A17
Comark Electronics
C7
Control Software
C7a
Coppercraft
C9
Corrall-Montenay
B3
Cylon Controls (Ireland)
B10
D E Generator Hire
A14
Department of Economic
B16
Development
B20
Douglas Electronics
A5
Edina Power Plant
B5
Electricity Supply Board
B8
Electrotec Ireland
B17
Energy Auditing Agency
A1
Energy Research Group UCD
Energy World International
A18
Consultants
C1
Environment 2000

GUARANTEED

Environmental Efficiency
Consultants
B6
Euro Gas
A17a
Eurotherm Ireland
A3
Excalibur Energy
A17
F G Wilson (Engineering)
Dublin
A12/A13
F & J Services
B15a
GEC Meters
B8
George Meller
A2a
Gestra (Ireland)
B9
A10
Gotec
Hedemora Diesel
A7
HoneYWell Control Systems
A8
Hugh Doherty
B22
Hyperion Energy Systems
C10
IMP Lighting
B15
Institute of Energy
A2
Irish Energy Centre
B7
ISS Clorius
C7
J J Sampson & Son
A19
J S Humidifiers
C5/C6
Joules Energy Efficiency
Services
C1
JW Hogan & Associates
A11
Kaeser Compressors
C8
Kane International
C7
Keston Boilers
B15a

15%

Landis & Staefa
B19
Lectron Industries
B21 a
Lycris Byrne
A4
Manotherm
B1
March Consulting Group
C10
Maxwe 11 Industrial Instruments C11
McCool Controls & Engineering B13
Mini Specialists
B14
Mitsubishi Electric
A16
Motogen
B4
Nedalo (UK)
B4
Northern Design (Electronics) C11
OHM Group
A14
Pillingers of Ireland
B11
Prolux
B15
QED Engineering
B22
S W Carty &Son
C7
Satchwell Grant
A24
Setsquare
B21
Sinergy
B12
Sirus Engineering Systems
B19
Spirax Sarco
A9
Standard Control Systems
B17
Temp Technology
B2
Thermie
A15
Wartsila Diesel Ireland
B18
Woodleigh Limited
B20

SAVINGS ON YOUR HEATING

COSTS OR YOUR MONEY BACK
A 15% reduction in annual fuel consumption (oil or gas) or a money-back guarantee is
offered by Chatham Energy Management Services for users of Excalibur Boiler
Management Systems.
Additionally, savings of between 20% and 30% on annual fuel consumption are assured
on warm air heaters with the Calibrair Heater Manager.
You'll not be disappointed!
400 satisfied customers including Industry, Government Bodies, Property Managers, Hotels,
Offices, Religious & Educational Institutes.

Call Freephone - 188 600 123
Visit Stand No: A17 where Sales Manager Willie McNeely and his team will
be on hand to discuss the systems in greater detail.

£.~

~~

Chatham Energy Management Services Limited
Collinstown Business Park, Airport Road, Cloghran, Co Dublin.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
Tel: 01 - 842 9711; Fax: 01 - 842 9375; Mobile: 088 574732
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A MControls Systems
Stand: B14
65 Grays Hill, Bangor, Co Down,
BT20 3BB, Northern Ireland
Tel: 0801247-451 313
Fax: 0801247-452200
Contact: Mr Roy Caddell Distributor
A M Control Systems has been
involved in the controls and energy
management market in Northern
Ireland for some years now, representing ALLEN MARTIN CONSERVATION with the ACM Energy
Management System and more
recently, the MINI-SPECIALISTS
range of energy control equipment.

ABB Kent Taylor
Stand: C7
48 Robinhood Ind Est, Dublin 22,
Ireland
Tel: 01-450 8046
Fax: 01-4503486
Contact: Mr John Duggan Business Development Executive
The ABB Advanced Oxygen
Analyser system will be displayed
on stand C7. It is designed for
continuous monitoring of boiler
combustion conditions. This well
proven zirconia based, fixed
system is capable of gathering and
transmitting energy management
data to provide control of plant
condition in advance of problems
arising.

Aerobord
Stand: C4
Askeaten, Co Limerick, Ireland
Tel: 061-392103
Fax: 061-392024
Contact: Mr John Nash - Technical
Director
Details available on stand.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996

AIC ISO Covers
Stand: B21a
4 Balloo Avenue, Bangor, Co Down
BT192QT, Northern Ireland
Tel: 0801247-271 525
Fax: 0801247-466474
Contact: Mr. Jeremy Eaves
AIC ISO COVERS Ltd. are a leading insulation company. Stand
B21 a has on display samples of
their flexible insulation jackets for
valves, flanges and other pipework
fittings in hot water and steam
lines. These jackets provide significant energy savings and fast
payback ( often much less than one
year ). They are quick and easy to
fit thus facilitating future boilerhouse maintenance. Sample
payback quotations can be
provided on the stand-find out what
AIC ISO COVERS can do for your
company.
Albar Associates
Stand: A6
Meridian House, Road One,
Winsford, Cheshire CW7 3QG,
England
Tel: 00441606-861 351
Fax: 0044 1606-861 643
Contact: Mr Mike Dorgan - Partner
Featured is the ATLAS range of
multi-input energy monitoring
systems for data collection and
detailed analysis of consumption
and cost for electricity, gas, water
etc. on single or multiple sites.
Also on show will be portable
energy recorders available for
purchase or hire plus the MD6
Maximum Demand Control System.
APV Ireland Heat Exchangers
Stand: A4
Bracken Road, Sandyford Industrial
Estate, Dublin 18, Ireland
Tel: 01-295 0950
Fax: 01-295 0955

Contact: Mr Canice Hanlon - Sales
Engineer
APV Ireland are a process engineering company supplying to the
chemical, pharmaceutical, industrial, food, beverage and dairy
industries. Complete engineered
turn key projects, automation,
components, heat exchangers,
pumps, valves, homogenisers,
agitators, spares and service.

Autoflame Engineering
Stand: B11
Unit 19 Bellingham Trading Estate,
Franthorne Way, Bellingham,
London SE6 3BX, England
Tel: 0044 181-695 2000
Fax: 0044181-6984006
Details available on stand.
Bord Gais
Stand: C2IC3
Sir John Rogersons Quay, Dublin
2, Ireland
Tel: 01-6021142
Fax: 01-677 6558
Contact: Mr Ruari O'Grady
Details available on stand.
Brook Hansen
Stand: B4
2A Sunbury Industrial Estate,
Ballymount Road, Dublin 12,
Ireland
Tel: 01-450 8366
Contact: Mr Liam Tracey - Director
For several years now, Brook
Hansen Electric Motors have
pioneered the Energy Efficient
Motor concept. This is now developed to the release of the exciting
"World Series" Brook· Hansen
Motor, with a specification that will
appeal to Stockists, O.E.M.'s and
End Users. Full information will be
available at the MOTOGEN stand.
The Energy Show '96 Catalogue 5
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The Department of Economic
Development promotes the efficient
use of energy in the industrial,
commercial and public sectors in
Northern Ireland. It does this
through the dissemination of information and advice, the organisation of seminars and conferences
on technical energy efficiency
topics and the distribution of
promotional material. The
Department also provides financial
assistance for certain energy efficiency projects.
Douglas Electronics
Stand: 820
Neptune House, Victoria Road,
Cork City, Tel: 021-317001
Fax: 021-313603
Contact: Mr Gerry McAuliffe Sales Engineer
Energy saved is money in the
bank, as all indications state high
increase in the cost of energy in
the future. Douglas Electronics
have a wide range of energy
loggers and data capture
units,specifically suited to the
Energy Monitoring and Targeting
applications. We supply pulse
meters, flow meters etc. We also
supply software designed to
analyse energy usage and highlight
potential areas for savings.
Edina Power Plant
Stand: AS
142a Slaney Close, Dublin Ind Est,
Glasnevin, Dublin 11, Ireland
Tel: 01-8307788
Fax: 01-830 7422
Contact: Mr. Gerard Harnett Project Engineer
Edina is the name synonymous
with quality and engineering excellence in the field of Industrial
Power Generation and Combined
Heat and Power (CHP)
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
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Installations. Current impressive
projects in Ireland include St.
James's Hospital Dublin (1 Mw
CHP), Dublin Civic Offices (1 Mw
CHP), Irelands first District Heating
System.
Electricity Supply 80ard
Stand: 85
Lower Fitzwilliam Street, Dublin 2,
Ireland
Tel: 01-676 5831
Fax: 01-676 6787
Contact: Mr. Peter Mathews
The average Irish company could
reduce its electricity costs by 10%
by implementing cost-effective efficiency measures. ESB representatives will be pleased to see you at
our stand where we can discuss a
wide range of energy efficient technologies including-light fittings and
controls-energy efficient motors
and variable speed drives-compressed air-air conditioning-refrigeration.
Electrotec Ireland
Stand: 88
Roebuck Castle, Belfield, Dublin 4,
Ireland
Tel: 01-7068711
Fax: 01-7061119
Contact: Mr Richard J Troy,
Director
Electrotec Ireland offers a professional service to industry in the
field of energy management,
including on-site consultancy
services to manufacturing and
process industries in the field of
power distribution and power quality.
It is an agent in Ireland for GEC
Meters Ltd, UK, which now makes
the well-known OPUS 5 integrated
M&T system. It is also an expert in
the field of power distribution
networks.

The full range of products and
services will be on view at the
show
Energy Auditing Agency
Stand: 817
34 The Forum, Rockingham Drive,
Linford Wood, Milton Keynes MK14
6LY, England
Tel: 0044 1908-690 018
Fax: 0044 1908-690 019
Contact: Mr Keith Garner Customer Account Manager
Find out how you can save money,
time and energy with TEAM
Software's M&T software for
energy management. Ranging from
multi-site energy accounting using
information from fuel invoices input
manually or via EDI, to automatic
monitoring of site energy performance using half-hourly data.
Widely used in most market
sectors, our users include BT,
British Gas, Superdrug, Lloyds
Bank and Charles Wells Brewery.
Energy Research Group UCD
Stand: A1
UCD School Of Architecture,
Richview, Clonskeagh, Dublin 14,
Ireland
Tel: 01-269 2750
Fax: 01-283 8908
Contact: Ms Mary Rigby Administrator
The Energy Research Group,
UCD, based at the School of
Architecture, University College
Dublin, is a group of Architects and
Engineers dedicated to increasing
awareness and understanding of
the importance, and furthering the
practical application of energyconscious and environmentally
responsible strategies in buildings.
Since 1975 the group has earned
an international reputation for its
expertise in both the theory and
18
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practice of the application of
energy and environmental strategies in building design and
construction.
Energy World International
Consultants
Stand: A18
Portland Buildings, Commercial
Street, Pontypool, Torfaen NP4
6JS, England
Tel: 00441495-762 296
Fax: 0044 1495-762 119
Contact: Mr. GTaylor
Energy Conservation surveys with
Thermal image reports.lf we don't
save a minimum of 10% of your
Energy Bill you will receive the
survey FREE.
Environment 2000 Ltd.
Stand: C1
Paradigm House, Dundrum Office
Park, Dublin 14, Ireland
Tel: 01-2962471
Fax: 01-296 2484
Contact: Ms Claire Bourke Director
Environment 2000 Ltd are specialists in energy efficiency combined
with human comfort in buildings,
with due regard to health &safety.
Our approach is measurement based & person centred with a
direct follow through to site supervision.

I

Environmental Efficiency
Consultants
Stand: B6
96 Main Street, Bray, Co Wicklow,
Ireland
Tel: 01-2761428
Fax: 01-276 1561
Contact: Mr Bob Sutcliffe - Director
EEC (Ireland) Limited and its associate EEC (UK) Limited provides a
professional service in energy and
environmental management.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996

Services include energy and environmental audits, identification and
analysis of savings, and project
management of implementation.
The company operates in the
industrial, commercial and public
sector throughout Ireland and
Britain.
Euro Gas
Stand: A17a
1 Duncairn Place, Bray, Co
Wicklow, Ireland
Tel: 01-286 8244
Fax: 01-2861729
Contact: Mr Pat Curran Managing Director
Euro Gas was established in 1985
and supply energy efficient heating
and ventilation equipment to the
Mechanical Services Industry. The
company's aim is to provide the
Mechanical Industry in Ireland with
quality products backed up with a
reliable after sales service. Euro
Gas employ their own full time
service engineers.
Eurotherm Ireland
Stand: A3
IDA Industrial Estate, Monread
Road, Naas, Co Kildare, Ireland
Tel: 045-879937
Fax: 045-875 123
Contact: Mr Peter Keane - Sales
Director
Details available on stand.
Excalibur Energy
Stand: A17
Collinstown Business Park, Airport
Road, Cloghran, Co Dublin, Ireland
Tel: 01-842 9711 Fax: 01-842
9375
Contact: Mr Willie McNeely - Sales
Manager
Details available on stand.

F & J Services
Stand: B15a
Unit B6 Cookstown Business
Centre, Cookstown Industrial
Estate, Tallaght,
Dublin 24, Ireland
Tel: 01-451 7022
Fax: 01-451 7613
Contact: Mr Frank Forde Managing Director
F & J Services provide a fast and
efficient bUilding maintenance
service. From its base in
Cookstown Business Centre all
areas of Leinster can be promptly
covered by trained Service
Engineers. 24hr emergency cover
is available to Service Agreement
holders. A computerised plant log
and history is provided to
customers.
DE Generator Hire
Stand: A14
Naas Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 12,
Ireland
Tel: 01-459 1300
Fax: 01-4591864
Contact: Mr Sean M Smyth - Hire
Manager
Diesel Generator Hire from 10 KVA
to 2000 KVA. Load Bank and Cable
Hire 24 hours, 7 days a week back
up. All sets fully self contained and
silent.
GEC Meters
Stand: B8
Stonefield Works, Oulton Road,
Stone, Staffordshire ST15 ORS,
England
Tel: 0044 1785-812111
Fax: 0044 1785-818804
Contact: Mr Melvin Lyth
Using our wealth of expertise in
metering and energy management
systems, GEC Meters enables you
to control your energy costs. Our
The Energy Show '96 Catalogue 9
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products are in continual use by
the Electricity Supply Industry and
in the transport, education, defence
and commercial sectors.GEC
Meters puts you in control and
enables you to save energy and
money. Typical savings are 10 to
15% of your energy bills. GEC
Meters can show you how.
Gestra (Ireland)
Stand: 89
Carrington
House,
19-22
Loughlinstown, Shankill, Co Dublin,
Ireland
Tel: 01-2827022
Fax: 01-2827122
Contact: Mr Denis Fox - Manager
Ireland
Gestra is a Siebe Group company,
its products for the Boiler House
include blowdown valves, TDS
controllers, receivers, heat recovery systems, level controls, boiler
sequencing and deaerators.
Process valves include Butterfly,
Ball, Globe, Rotary Plug and check
valves with electric or pneumatic
actuation. There is also a wide
range of steam distribution and
condensate return products available.
Gotec
Stand: A10
Clonshaugh Industrial Estate,
Dublin 17, Ireland.
Tel: 01-8486033
Fax: 01-8486040
Contact: Mr. Kieran Kennedy Sales Manager
Gotec Limited, Dublin is one of the
Silcon Group's three manufacturing
plants in Europe. Unrivalled product expertise and customer service
has been Gotec's strength over the
last 14 years.The DATAPOWERTM
product is recognised worldwide as
the leading UPS with the latest
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
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'Delta Conversion' Systems being
the most efficient available. This
together with the systems full KW
rating and no mains repercussion
makes for the most environmentally friendly UPS-System around.
Hedemora Diesel
Stand: A7
4 Henson Close, Telford Way
Industrial Estate, Kettering,
Northants NN16 8PZ, England
Tel: 0044 1536-415 575
Fax: 0044 1536-417 106
Contact: Mr John Prince-Wright General Manager
A manufacturer and supplier of
"Hedemora Power Generation" with
output per unit from 20KWe to
15000KWe fuelled by selection of
Heavy Oil, Diesel Oil, Natural Gas,
Bio-Gas and L.P.G; including CHP
UNITS in standard self-contained
acoustic packages of 22, 30, 60
and 90 KWe respectively; and to
customer order requirements
Honeywell Control Systems
Stand: AB
Honeywell House, Arlington
Business Park, Bracknell , Berks
RG12 1EB, England
Tel: 0044 1344-826 000
Fax: 0044 1344-826 706
Contact: Mr Harry Swinbourne Business Development Manager
Honeywell can match the individual
needs of any building. Working
closely with property owners and
developers, engineering contractors, building consultants, local
authorities, system manufacturers
and OEMs, we provide a full range
of products and services that cover
the use of energy, comfort, communications and maintenance.

Hugh Doherty
Stand: 822
The White House, Castleshane,
Co Monaghan, Ireland
Tel: 047-85242
Fax: 047-85242
Contact: Mr Hugh Doherty Managing Director
Hugh Doherty Engineering specialising in the Food, Pharmaceutical,
Chemical and Microelectronics
industries. Services include Energy
and Environmental Auditing,
Project Design & Management,
Construction Management and
Safety.
Hyperion Energy Systems
Stand: C10
Main St, Watergrass Hill, Co Cork,
Ireland
Tel: 021-889461
Fax: 021-889 465
Contact: Dr Sean McCarthy Managing Director
Hyperion and March provide
consulting services to Irish
Industry, commerce and local
authorities. These include energy
and environmental audits and
surveys, monitoring and targeting
systems/software, training, refrigeration expertise/software. Our
clients include Avonmore Foods,
Cork County Council, ESB,
Superquinn and Waterford Foods
etc.
JW Hogan & Associates
Stand: A11
62 Ranelagh Village, Dublin 6,
Ireland
Tel: 01-497 8854
Fax: 01-497 8801
Contact: Mr. Joseph W. Hogan Managing Director
J.w. Hogan & Associates design
and specify a comprehensive
20
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WE PROMISE

THE EARTH.

Who would have thought that the energy that
should be the first choice for commerce, could be the
first choice for our environment too.
Natural Ga is not just the most cost effective fuel,
it's clean, efficient and totally compatible with the
more minimal de ign of today. And, because you
never encounter problems of delivery, torage or
advance payments, eminently sen ible.
As we build for the future, re pon ible experts in
design and construction are specifying Natural Gas.

BORDG~IS
clearly the future
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996
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range of installations and systems
in buildings of all types. They also
carry out intensive studies, surveys
and reports in the fields of Energy
Conservation,Environment, Health
& Safety and Litigation. They are
committed to quality management
on all projects to ensure completion
within budget and programme. J'w.
Hogan & Associates also offers a
complete Project Management
Service and can take a project from
inception to completion within strict
controls
IMP Lighting
Stand: 815
Spring Lane South, Malvern Link,
Worcestershire WR14 1AQ,
England
Tel: 0044 1684-891 211
Fax: 0044 1684-891 046
Contact: Mr Austin Doyle - Country
Manager
Designers and manufacturers of
energy
efficient
lighting
programmes. Full range of standard products available with independently tested performance data.
Specialists in custom made luminaires, louvres, reflectors, gear
trays and components for refurbishment and conversion projects.
ISO 9002 quality assured. Optics to
CIBSE LG3 guidelines.
Institute of Energy
Stand: A2
18 Devonshire Street, London
W1 N2AU, England
Tel: 0044 171-5807124
Fax: 0044 171-5804420
Contact: Ms Louise Collins Projects &Marketing Officer
The institute of Energy is the leading professional body in the energy
and environment fields. With
members who are economist's,
scientists,
engineers, energy
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
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managers and technologists the
Institute offers many products and
services for the personal development of each individual.
Irish Energy Centre
Stand: 87
Glasnevin, Dublin 9, Ireland
Tel: 01-836 9080
Fax: 01-8372848
Contact: Mr Tom Halpin Marketing Executive
The Irish Energy Centre is a joint
initiative of the Department of
Transport,
Energy
and
Communications and Forbairt, with
a mission to support and promote
energy efficiency in all sectors and
to co-ordinate and implement the
national Energy conservation Plan.
It is supported by the EU through
the
Community
Support
Framework.The Centre's initiatives
include the Energy Audit Grant
Scheme and the Energy Efficiency
Investment Support Scheme.ln
addition to these financial incentives, the Centre has a programme
designed to stimulate self-sustaining markets for energy efficiency
products and services. These activities include educational events
and publications on energy efficient
technologies and techniques which
are currently under-utilised in an
Irish context.
ISS Clorius Ltd.
Stand: C7
48 Robinhood Ind Est, Dublin 22,
Ireland
Tel: 01-450 8046
Fax: 01-4503486
Contact: Mr John Duggan Business Development Executive
The Mainmet Energy Management
System, manufactured by Raab
Karcher Energy Services and
marketed by ISS Clorius, is a

unique heating scheme for any
housing management team. It
gives immediate access to the
current status in each property
together with historical energy
consumption information.
J S Humidifiers
Stand: C5/C6
Rustington Trading Estate, Artex
Avenue, Rustington, West Sussex
BN16 3LN, England
Tel: 0044 1903-850200
Fax: 0044 1903-850 345
Contact: Ms Debbie Earl - Export
Manager
JS Humidifiers, UK's humidification
specialist, will display a wide range
of industrial humidifiers, all of which
are designed for savings in energy
maintenance and consumables.
Humidifiers to be shown include
the JS JetsprayTM atomising nozzle
humidifier, JS UltraMisFM ultrasonic and JS HumEvap evaporative humidifiers.
Joules Energy Efficiency
Services
Stand: C1
Unit 2 Interpoint, 20/24 York St,
Belfast BT15 1AQ, Northern
Ireland
Tel: 0801232-247663
Fax: 0801232-247672
Contact: Mr Nick Wells - Managing
Director
Joules provide a comprehensive
range of energy management
services. These include energy
audits and surveys to cibse: am5,
automated energy monitoring and
targeting, stark energy monitoring
and accounting software and
specific consultancey services or
reports. Our customers include
Dublin Corporation and many other
large public and private bodies in
Ireland.
22
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Kaeser Compressors
Stand: CB

Unit 43/44 Western Parkway,
Business Park, Ballymount Road,
Dublin 12, Ireland
Tel: 01-456 5433
Fax: 01-4567328
Contact: Mr. David Byrne - Managing
Director
KAESER Compressors Limited
specialise in the design and implementation of energy efficient
Compressed Air Systems. Our product range includes screw compressors and integrated control systems
to ensure lower energy costs. We
also offer Air Demand Analysis and
full design of the compressed air
station from start to finish. All products are backed by a comprehensive
24 hour service.
Kane Internationalltd.
Stand: C7

48 Robinhood Ind Est, Dublin 22,
Ireland
Tel: 01-4508046
Fax: 01-4503486
Contact: Mr John Duggan - Business
Development Executive
Kane-May, the leading brand of flue
gas analysers, will be on show and
will feature the latest additions to the
range at prices and specifications to
suit all applications from boiler tuning
to emissions monitoring. In addition,
Kane International will be exhibiting
the well known range of HAWK
Energy Monitors.
Keston Boilers
Stand: B15a
F & J Services, Unit B Cookstown
Business Centre, Tallaght, Dublin 24,
Ireland
Tel: 01-451 7022
Fax: 01-451 7613
Contact: Mr Frank Forde - Managing
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Director
Lycris 8yrne
With efficiencies up to 99.1 % Keston Stand: A4
Condensing boilers can save over Fairgreen Road, Bray, Co Wicklow,
30% on fuel bills and burns so cleanly Ireland
that harmful NOx emissions are only Tel: 01-286 3794 Fax: 01-286 1213
5ppm. A benefit of the Keston is its Contact: Mr Chris Byrne - Sales
versatile flue arrangement allowing up Manager
to 15 meters of flue using standard Lycris Byrne introduce the lifetime
waste pipe 40/50mm depending on range of class lined stainless steel 10
bar cylinders for vented and unvented
model.
systems, industrial and domestic
installations and corrosion resistant.
Landis &Staefa
Stand: 819
George Meller
Hawthorne Road, Staines, Middlesex Stand: A2a
TW183AY, England
Orion Park, Northfield Avenue,
Tel: 0044 1784-461 616
Ealing, London W13 9SJ , England
Fax: 0044 1784-464 646
Tel: 0044181-579 2111
Contact: Mr Terry Waiters - Marketing Fax: 0044 181-579 7326
Manager
Contact: Mr Denis Hartley - Product
Landis and Staefa is a World leader Manager
in the supply of control technology Meller will be displaying an energyand building management systems in saving steam turbine package.
commercial and residential buildings. Comprising a Coppus API 611 steam
The range includes heating, ventila- turbine and boiler feed pump, the
tion and air conditioning products and package will be installed at the White
building management systems suit- Gate refinery in Cork. The unit was
packaged by HDS energy of
able for all types of buildings.
Celbridge County Kildare.Other
systems available from Meller include
Lectron Industries
CHP units from 20kW upwards and
Stand: 821a
Steam Turbine Gen-sets.
4 Balloo Avenue, Bangor, Co Down
BT19 20T, Northern Ireland
Manotherm
Tel: 08 01247-271525
Stand: 81
Fax: 0801247-466474
4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12
Contact: Mr. Jeremy Eaves - Ireland
Managing Director
Tel: 01-4522355 Fax: 01-451 6919
Lectron industries Ltd are distributors Contact: Mr Brian Harris - Sales
throughout Ireland for SETSOUARE We are demonstrating land infrarec
lighting and urinal flush controls and portable and fixed system non
for AIC ISO Covers flexible insulation contact Thermometers and Therma
systems. These well proven products Imagers; Dwyer Low PressurE
provide straight-forward and cost- Instruments; Anville Data Acquisitiol
effective energy conservation Systems; P.R. Electronics Signa
measures. Lectron Industries provide Conditioning; Rueger Swiss-mad!
a comprehensive survey, quotation, Thermometers; Bourdon Pressun
installation and/or commissioning Instruments; Calibrators and Tes
Instruments.
service.
23
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March Consulting Group
Stand: C10
Telegraphic House, Waterfront Quay,
Salford Quays, Manchester MS 2XW,
England
Tel: 0044 161-872 3676
Fax: 0044 161-8480181
Contact: Mr Peter Cohen - Principal
Consultant
March Consulting Group is one of
Europe's leading energy and environment consultancies, with an enviable
reputation for high quality services to
energy users, utilities, government and
the European Commission. Our
services include: Industrial Energy
management-Buildings
Energy
Management - Monitoring &Targeting
- Training - Software - Refrigeration Waste Minimisation - Environmental
Management Systems. If you wish to
receive further information on any of
the above, visit us at stand C1 O.

Mini Specialists
Stand: 814

now installed off site monitoring facilities for CHP, Peak Lopping Sets and
U.P.S. systems. The fast growing reputation for top class service enjoyed by
MOTOGEN should be an excellent
supplement to "NEDALO" quality.
Motogen also represent S.D.M.O. one
of Europes largest Generating Set
Manufacturers and full details will be
available at the stand.

Glebe House, Wisbech Road, Littleport
- Ely, Cambridgeshire CB6 1RG,
England
Tel: 00441353-861195
Fax: 0044 1353-862 306
Contact: Mr Alex Hill- Sales Director
Mini Specialists design and manufacture a range of low cost energy saving
controls which are appropriate to all
sizes of school, industrial, commercial
Nedalo (UK)
and local authority type buildings. The
Stand: 84
company's products comprise: optimisers, electronic thermostats, passive Unit 3 Lawson Hunt Industrial Park,
infrared lighting controllers and exten- Broadbridge Heath, Horsham, West
sion times. All for use in individual Susex RH12 3JR, England
rooms or in conjunction with most Tel: 0044 1403-272270
Fax: 0044 1403-272274
energy management systems.
Contact: Mr Dudley McDonald Director
Mitsubishi Electric
Nedalo (UK), the leading supplier of
Stand: A16
small scale packaged Combined Heat
Westgate Business Park, Ballymount,
& Power Systems in the United
Dublin 24, Ireland
Kingdom, and Motogen of Dublin, have
Maxwell Industrial Instruments
Tel: 01-450 5007 Fax: 01-456 4422
teamed up to supply and support
Stand: C11
Contact: Mr Ciaran Moody - Sales
Nedalo's range of CHP Units in southManager
13 Richmond Grove, Newtown Abbey,
ern Ireland. This alliance has recently
Mitsubishi Electric's years of experi- secured its first contract for the supply
Co Antrim, Northern Ireland
ence in constructing sophisticated of 300KWe to St. Vincents Hospital in
Tel: 08 01232-833 830
manufacturing networks have resulted Dublin. Nedalo's success has been as
Fax: 0801232-837714
Contact~ Mr. Trevor Maxwell - in the production of first class products
a direct result of the detailed attention
geared toward Factory Automation paid to the quality of the product d
Managing Director
Distributor in Ireland for Northern Systems. The highlight of the show will ongoing service.
designs range of AC & DC electricity be the display of Mitsubishi's Variable
meters, single function and multifunc- Speed Drives which include Auto Tune
tion, also offer a complete range of and ENERGY SAVE modes making Northern Design (Electronics)
clamp on current transformers and set-up of these complex drives easy. Stand: C11
transducers with AC & DC outputs, This product range covers 0.1 kW to 228 Bolton Road, Bradford, West
including voltage transducers. 400kW.
Yorkshire BD3 OQW, England
Harmonic distortion analysers and
Tel: 0044 1274-729533
portable energy monitors are also Motogen
Fax: 0044 1274-721 074
Stand: 84
included in the range.
Contact: Mr Chris Fackrell - Sales Co2A Sunbury Ind Est, Ballymount Road, ordinator
McCool Controls & Engineering
Walkinstown, Dublin 12, Ireland
Northern Design Products are used
Stand: 813
worldwide in energy saving packages;
Tel: 01-450 8366 Fax: 01-4506762
IDA Centre, East Walls Road, Dublin 3, Contact: Mr Pat Byrne - Managing offering you detailed and meaningful
Ireland
Director
information for your management of
Tel: 01-8550542 Fax: 01-8550546
Motogen have pleasure in announcing electricity. Inexpensive, yet highly
Contact: Mr Finn McCool- Managing
that Nedalo, the well know CHP suppli- accurate, electricity sub-meters, voltDirector
ers have joined them in developing the age & current transducers, current
Details
available
on
stand.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
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can all be seen, along with the and are manufactured in an ISO 9002
increasingly popular "Abacus 11" site. Power generation from solar
meter-pulse logging system.
energy!
OHM Group
Stand: A14
Naas Road, Dublin 12, Ireland
Tel: 01-459 1300 Fax: 01-459 1864
Contact: Mr. Sean Smyth - Hire
Manager
Details available on stand.
Pillingers of Ireland
Stand: 811
Unit 3 Broomhill Business Park,
Tallaght, Dublin 24, Ireland
Tel: 01-451 0844 Fax: 01-451 0993
Contact: Mr. Ken Carmody
Pillinger of Ireland are the leading
combustion specialists in Ireland in
the Commercial and Industrial
Markets and have been established
since 1932. Pillingers are a Sales and
Service Company who have been
associated
with
Autoflame
Engineering, the market leaders in
combustion management, for the past
18 months, completing numerous
projects satisfactorily.
Prolux Ltd.
Stand: 815
Watson &Johnson Centre,
Greystones,
Co Wicklow, Ireland
Tel: 01-2872797 Fax: 01-287 1630
Contact: Mr Austin Doyle - Managing
Director
Our portfolio covers a broad spectrum
of Energy Management and Control
products. Management of Solar
energy, heat gain reduction and glare
reduction. High efficiency luminaires
both surface mounted and recessed
can generate up to 50% savings on
lighting costs. All lighting products
carry full 8ndependent] Photometrics
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996

QED Engineering
Stand: 822
The White House, Castleshane,
Co Monaghan, Ireland
Tel: 047-85242
Fax: 047-85242
Contact: Mr Hugh Doherty Managing Director
Q.E.D. Engineering is a multi disciplined Engineering Company specialising in the Food, Pharmaceutical,
Chemical and Microelectronics industries. Services include Energy and
Environmental Auditing, Project
Design & Management, Construction
Management and Safety.

J J Sampson & Son
Stand: A19
71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin 10, Ireland
Tel: 01-626 8111 Fax: 01-626 9334
Contact: Mr David Sampson Director
Details available on stand.
Satchwell Grant
Stand: A24
Unit 2 Coalmine Ind Est, Porters
Road, Clonsilla, Dublin 15, Ireland
Tel: 01-820 0163
Fax: 01-820 0167
Contact: Mr. Tim Goulding - Branch
Manager
Satchwell Grant are renowned for
their expertise in the design, manufacture, installation and commissioning of environmental control systems.
By employing management systems
at the leading edge of technology
Satchwell Grant engineer highly effective systems for the control of heating,
ventilation, air conditioning, fuel emissions and energy conservation as well
as offering follow up maintenance and
monitoring services.

Setsquare
Stand: 821
C/o Lectron Industries, 4 Balloo
Avenue, Bangor, Co Down BT19 2QT,
Northern Ireland
Tel: 0801247-271525
Fax: 0801247-466474
Contact: Mr Jeremy Eaves Managing Director
A comprehensive range of lighting
and water controls will be on display.
Substantial savings can be made by
automatic switching. Lights are automatically switched off in the controlled
area when there is no-one present or
when there is sufficient daylight.
Urinals are flushed only when used or
once a day for hygiene reasons.
Setsquare's extensive product range
can effectively control the lights in
offices, changing rooms, schools,
warehouses, factories, sports facilities-almost anywhere.

Sinergy
Stand: 812
Station Road, Strines, Stockport,
Cheshire SK12 3AQ, England
Tel: 00441663-764833
Fax: 00441663-765885
Contact: Mr. Brian Jones - Managing
Director
Sinergy Ltd are expert manufacturers
of a wide range of meters and
transducers, loggers and communication/analysis systems with the prime
objective of reducing the cost of using
energy. Clip-on Pulse Output KWH
meters will be demonstrated using
pilot wires, radio or phone line
powered modems and multi-channel
loggers for sub-billing, on line or
energy report software. All cost reduction exercises begin with portable
Energy Analysers, Sinergy offer 3
models, from the low cost Vector and
Probe Demand Profile Recorders to
the market leading Monilog.
25
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Sirus Engineering Systems
Stand: 819

Temp Technology
Stand: 82

Unit 9, Enterprise Centre, Childers
Road, Limerick, Ireland
Tel: 061-413299
Fax: 061-414974
Contact: Mr Michael Hennessy Project Manager
Temp Technology are leaders in
Combined Heat and Power Technology
in Ireland with 30+ installations
throughout
the country. The CHP sets
Spirax Sarco
are controlled by our unique on-board
Stand: A9
computer with remote monitoring, diagCharlton House, Cirencester Road, nostics and control system. Temp
Cheltenham, GL53 8ER, England
Technology manufacture and install
Tel: 0044 1242-521 361
computerised Energy Management
Fax: 0044 1242-573 342
Systems for Industrial/Commercial
Contact: Mr J Crowley - Regional concerns, with over 100 installations
nationwide. On visiting our stand we
Sales Manager
would
like to invite you to visit our
Spirax Sarco, pipeline controls &
instrumentation specialist, provides EnergyManagementSystem/
products for the control and efficient CHP/Absorption Chiller installation
use of steam and other industrial here in the Burlington Hotel.
fluids. The product range includes flow
Thermie
meters, electric, pneumatic and selfStand: A15
acting control valve, steam traps and
boilerhouse equipment, clean steam Irish Energy Centre, Glasnevin,
Dublin 9, Ireland
products and humidifiers. Full service
Tel: 01-8369080
back up and training is also available.
Fax: 01-8372848
Contact: Ms Rita Ward - Project
Manager
Standard Control Systems
The JOULE-THERMIE programme is a
Stand: 817
specific non-nuclear energies
Standard House, Main Street, Leixlip, programme for research and technoCo Kildare, Ireland
logical development(RTD) of the
Tel: 01-624 6100 Fax: 01-624 6105
European Unions Fourth Framework
Contact: Mr. Sean OToole
Programme,which
runs
from
Standard Control Systems (SCS) was September 1994 to 1998. Committed
formed in 1984 and is now the largest total funds are 967 Million ECU, 435
for
Research
and
company in Ireland involved in the MECU
supply and commissioning of building Development(JOULE) and 532 MECU
management system systems. Their for demonstration projects (THERMIE).
20/21 Tallaght Business Park,
Whitestown Ind Est, Dublin 24, Ireland
Tel: 01-459 6800
Fax: 01-4596812
Contact: Mr James Byrne - Managing
Director
Details available on stand.

principal product, Trend is regarded by
most as the benchmark system against FGWilson (Engineering) Dublin
which other systems are judged. Other Stand: A12/A13
energy saving products offered by Unit 3c Sunbury Industrial Estate,
SCS include Dri-Steem Humidifiers Walkinstown, Ballymount Road, Dublin
and TEAM monitoring and targeting 12, Ireland
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
Tel: 01-450 8322
software.
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Fax: 01-4508836
Contact: Mr. John L10yd - Managing
Director
FG Wilson Engineering Ltd is a world
leader in the design of high quality
diesel and gas generating sets, covering a comprehensive range from 5 KVA
to 6500 KVA. Annual production is in
excess of 40,000 units with exports to
over 200 countries worldwide. The
Company's head quarters is in Larne
N.I where the generators are built in a
purpose built manufacturing and
assembly plant.
Wartsila Diesel Ireland
Stand: 818
Dublin Executive Office Centre,
d
Cow, Naas Road, Dublin 22, Ireland
Tel: 01-459 5668
Fax: 01-459 5672
Contact: Mr Sean Loughran - Director
Wartsila Diesel Group is the world's
largest producer of medium-speed
gas/diesel engines in the range, 1 15mw per engine. Our engines operate successfully on H.F.O. and natural
gas, with low emissions. Wartsila
Diesel is a major supplier of utilitygrade power plants for baseload and
CHP applications, from 1MW to
300MW. The Irish company provides
locally-based parts and service s 9·')rt
to over 100 group engines tha IIOW
operate in Ireland.
<

Woodleigh Limited
Stand: 820
Ballingate, Carnew, Co Wicklow,
Ireland
Tel: 055-26384 Fax: 055-26523
Contact: Mr Dave Kohlbeck Managing Director.
90% of our stand will comprise of new
products. They include a brilliant new
power analyser, data logger and software from PS&T. The innovative new
touch screen and Smart Sensor from
Kreuter. New 12 bit SmartReader
Loggers and Windows Software and
Stark Software's new product.
26
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High quality products and P,erformance have
long been the driving force at Richards
Industries Valve Group, manufacturer of
Jordan Valve, Hex Valve, Bestobell Steam
Traps, and Safety Relief Valves.

2.
Whether for regulators, control valves, relief
valves, instrument manifolds, or any of our
valve and steam-related products, you're
assured of a product that measures up to
our strict quality standards as guided by ISO
9000/9002, the international quality standard.

Our commitment to total quality is now recognised with certification to ISO 9002 after an
intensive evaluation of our quality systems and procedures.

MANOTHERM
LIMITED

THE CONTROL CENTRES
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996

4 Walkinstown Road,
Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 452 2355;
Fax: 01 - 451 6919
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Your brain is a model of business efficiency.. .it uses less energy than a light bulb, yet it can
help your company to save
thousands of pounds by saving

about it. Ten Irish Companies
have already identified savings
of £1.9 million with guidance
from the Irish Energy Centre.

how much energy is wasted in
. your business? You could find
out with a professional energy
audit. One hundred Irish
businesses have used the
Energy Audit Grant Scheme
to

make worthwhile savings

now. Call the Irish Energy

e

who can work in partnership ,
with you to improve your
company's overall competitiveness.
Tel. (01) 8369080
Fax. (01) 8372848

IRISH ENERGY CENTRE

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7211J

The Irish Energy Centre is a joint initiative of the
Department of Transport,
Energy and Communications and Forbairt.
It is supported by the EU through the Community
Support Framework.
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Irish Energy Centre - Making Irish
Business More Competitive
Established in 1994 as a joint initiative
of the Department of Transport,
Energy and Communications and
Forbairt, the Irish Energy Centre's
mission is to support and promote
energy efficency in a]] sectors of the
Irish economy and to co-ordinate and
implement the National Energy
Conservation Plan. It is supported by
the EU through the Community

grant aids investments in technica]]yproven energy conservation techniques
and technologies.
In addition to these schemes, the
Centre has a programme designed to
stimulate self-sustain'ing markets for
energy efficency products and services. These activities include educational events and publications on energy
efficent technologies which are
currently under-utilised in an
Irish context, including BEMS, VSD,
CHP, M&T and good practice in boilers.
For the transport, domestic and
education sectors too, the Centre has a
diverse range of instruments aimed at
heightening awareness of energy use
and the potential for increased energy
efficency. This enables more informed
decision-making, both in the purchase
and in the operation of any energyconsuming appliance, device or

service.
Finally,
the
Centre
actively both participates and promotes
participation in many EU energy programmes such as THERMlE, Joule,
SAVE and Altener.

Stand No: B7

Shopping for
Humidifiers?
The JS humidifier test facility at
. Rustington UK must surely be the first
port of ca]] for anyone looking at
humidifiers for a particular project.
Awareness about low relative
humidity, how it adversely affects
people, products and raw materials, is
increasing. While the answer is simply
to add moisture to the air, there are
many ways of doing this. Not all are
efficient and not a]] are effective.
• continued on page 33

DED Energy Efficiency Services
The recently opened Irish Energy
Centre headquaters in Dublin which is
intended to act as a showcase of
building energy technologies which
are available and applicable to today's
environment

Support Framework. With energy costs
in all sectors in Ireland currently
running in excess of £3.4 billion, a
reduction in this major cost element is
essential to make Irish business more
competitive.
The Centre advises and supports
energy conservation measures
throughout the country. It will
administer funding of £21 million on a
set of initiatives directed principally at
the industrial and commercial sectors.
Two such initiatives are already in
place. The Energy Audit Grant Scheme
provides assistance in quantifying a
bu iness' total energy use. The Energy
Efficency Investment Support Scheme

The Energy Efficiency Service of the Department of Economic Development
promotes energy efficiency in Northern Ireland throughout the commercial,
industrial and public sectors. In doing so, the Service gives advice and
information (generally free of charge) through visits, workshops and seminars
for management and technical staff to illustrate the economic and
environmental benefits of energy efficiency and to help companies solve energy
problems.
It also distributes (free of charge) an extensive range of technical and
information booklets, leaflets, videos, posters and stickers on general and
specific energy saving measures.
The Service encourages Northern Ireland companies and public bodies to
participate in the Making A Corporate Commitment Campaign and the Best
Practice Programmes run by the Department of the Environment in London.
These aim to involve senior management and others in taking positive action to
encourage the efficient use of energy. In addition, it coordinates the campaign
for energy efficiency in the public sector in Northern Ireland, which aims to
reduce energy consumption by Government Departments, local authorities and
other pUblic bodies.
Some financial assistance is available from the Department to support certain
energy efficiency projects in the above areas.
The Department's Domestic Energy Efficiency Scheme offers a comprehensive
package of insulation, draught-proofing and basic energy advice for low income
households and pensioners. The scheme is administered by EAGA Ltd, an
organisation based in England which administers the corresponding Home
Energy Efficiency Scheme in GB. Work and advice is delivered by a network of
carefully-selected installers covering all areas of Northern Ireland.
Stand No: B16
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Kyomi
bathroom
products
"fuse beauty
with
practicality,
form with
function and
style with

substance

11

- Robin Levien,
internationallyrenowned
designer

The kyomi Arc bath (17OCm
by SOCm) is made from
Idealform. This scrylic
material is highly rigid which
prevents flexing or creaking.
It is also warm to the touch.
The deep bow front provides
exceptional space and
comfort within a standard
bath recess. The wide rim
makes for flexible tap location
and is also useful as a she".

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol35/iss8/1
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IS, having the widest range of
humidifiers in Europe, recognises this
and has set up an operational air
handling unit specifically for use as a
humidifier test bed, together with a
fully-equipped working showroom at
their Head Office in Rustington, West
Sussex. Here, IS can demonstrate any
type of humidifier from cold water
atomising nozzles, evaporative or
ultrasonic humidifiers to steam types.
The IS air handling unit for example,
can reproduce an almost infinite
variety of operating conditions. Air
flow and velocity are variable, duct

dimensions can be changed and the
incoming air humidity and
temperature can be regulated as can
proportions of outside or re-circulated
air. The particular humidifier on test is
mounted in the air flow and the
moisture distribution and absorption
can be seen, measured and monitored
via the transparent duct walls and
charted with a sophisticated array of
instrumentation. Direct air humidifiers
can also be put through their paces.
To quote a recent visitor from one of
Ireland's leading consultancies. "I
wish I'd known about the free testing
facilities and comprehensive range of
humidifiers at IS six months ago. I
wouldn't have wasted so much time
looking at unsuitable humidifiers and
suppliers. They obviously know their
business and can demonstrate a
complete range of humidifiers to suit
any project".
The list of benefits that correct
humidification can bring to industry,
commerce and the working
environment is almost endless. The
technical information and know how
is available free of charge from the
specialist company IS Humidifiers.

Stand No: C5/C6

Innovative BMS
Systems from
Cyton
Cylon was formed in 1985 by three
UCD graduate electronics engineers to
apply the latest generation electronics
technology for building services and
environmental control. Today Cylon is
the only Irish manufacturer of BMS
systems and is the largest privatelyowned manufacturer of building
controls in Europe and an established,
substantial OEM supplier. Principal
markets include the UK, Ireland, Italy,
Germany and France. Cylon is quality
assured to ISO 9000-2.
Cylon's business focus is the
development of innovative building
management systems. Objectives are
to ensure the right conditions for work
and leisure, improve maintenance, and
deploy energy and utility resources
appropriately and economically. Cylon
secures these objectives through the
development and supply of Unitron, an
intelligent control system which draws
upon the leading edge of direct
control, network communications,
software and electronics engineering.
Cylon systems are specified across all
sectors of the building services
industry - from intelligent commercial
property with integrated HVAC, lighting and life afety, to small shop or
school, typically with just 1- or 2zone heating. In the commercial sector,
Unitron projects include the HP
factory in Blanchardstown and the
prestigious Iri h Life development at
George's Quay. Cylon's Public Sector
projects include health and education
authorities such as St Vincents
Hospital in Donnybrook and the
University of Dublin and Trinity
College. Indu trial applications range
from "clean" pharmaceuticals, such as
NEC, to computer companies like
Gateway, and Microsoft's European
BSNews, September 1996 33
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manufacturing headquarters.
Cylon is fully committed to the
adoption of 'green' building services
methods such as ice storage, chilled
ceiling and natural ventilation. Not
only is the Unitron system compatible
with such techniques, but the company
has undertaken a number of succes ful
pioneering projects into green
applications, sponsored by EC
research initiatives.
Stand No: BI0
Right: Unitron ... the totally integrated
management system from Cylon

Manotherm - The
Instrumentation Specialists
Manotherm Ltd provides one of the most comprehensive instrumentation
product portfolios available to industry throughout Ireland.
From its headquarters in Dublin and branch office in Belfast, the company
markets a massive range of products and equipment, all of which is specifically
designed to ensure peak performance and efficient, cost-effective energy usage.
Manotherm are appointed agents/distributors for some of the best-known and
respected names in the instrumentation industry, including Johnson Controls,
Digitron, Jordan Valves, West Instruments, Rustrak recorders, Platon Flowbits,
Isothermic Technology, Bindicator, Bourdon, lIT Barton, Dwyer, Drexelbrook,
Electronite, Land Infrared, GEMS and the Danish-based PR Electronics.
Indeed, the company, despite being highly selective in its choice of suppliers
and products, represents around 40 of Europe's leading manufacturers.
Manotherm's
market spans
the whole of
Ireland with
particular
concentration
on the general
manufacturing,
food, plastics,
chemical,
pharmaceutical,
power
generation,
glass,
automotive and
creamery
industries,
together with
the universities.

J J Sampson and
Son - Ensuring
Customer
Satisfaction
For over 75 years J J Sampson & Son
has satisfied customer requirements
with a portfolio of quality products
supported by committed, highlyqualified, well-informed personnel.
Whether its heating controls,
refrigeration controls or HVAC
applications, J J Sampson & Son has
an energy efficient solution to ensure
customer satisfaction.
The product portfolio and range of
services is extensive and among those
to be featured at The Energy Show '96
are:Danfoss RandaJl Range - Thermostatic
radiator valves for domestic and
commercial systems; Time clocks,
programmers and energy management
controls; motorised valves for system
zone control, pressure regulators and
constant flow valves; burner controls
and components;
Danfoss Variable Speed Drives for
pumps and fans where the dedicated
designs can give as much as 50%
energy savings compared to existing
control devices. Retrofit is made easy
with payback on investement and
system efficiency the ultimate goal;
Danfoss Adap-Kool® refrigeration
control and monitoring systems for a
wide variety of system applications in
supermarkets, food processing and
storage, and pharmaceutical plants.

Stand No: Bl
The MinoltalLand Cyclops Mini Laser portable infrared
thermometer from Manotherm.

34 BSNews, September 1996
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Accuracy of control of the
refrigeration cycle, directly combined
with precise temperature control of the
product stored or being processed,
ensures an efficient energy saving is
achieved. It reduces the need for the
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COMPRESSED AIR COMPETITION

Danfoss-Randall building and energy management controls

number of defrosts per day, while effective management of the
system gives the user full control of running costs.
An illustration of applications on supermarkets, and in general
water chillers systems, will be highlighted at the exhibit.
Meters - Flow meters, heat meters and various temperature and
pressure control and monitoring devices will also be illustrated.

Stand No: A19

WartsiUi - A Reliable PowerPartner
Global demand for diesel and gas-fuelled powerplants is
increasingly being met by smaller-scale plants, which offer high
efficiency and quick pay-back. WartsiHi-Diesel holds an 18%
share of the world market as a major supplier of utility-grade,
baseload powerplants in the range I MW to 300 MW with a
30% market share for gas engines above I MW.
Wartsila-Diesel Group has 6,100 employees in over 40 countries worldwWe and is at the forefront of diesel and gas engine
technology. It has pioneered the development of engines
that operate continuously and reliably on low-cost HFO (up to
15.5 MW per engine). These are complemented by a full range
of gas-engines with outputs from 700 KW to 5.5 MW per
engine.
Recent developments include a diesel/solid-fuel combined cycle
plant which is now available to increase the efficiency of older
steam-boiler plants. Similarily, a gas-fuelled combined cycle
concept is offered as an efficient and lower-cost alternative to
gas-turbine installations.
Some Wartsila engines offer a dual-fuel flexibility by operating
on both HFO and gas fuels. However, all engines in the range
will provide exceptional reliability and high efficiency; low
fuel-consumption and low operating-costs; full compliance with
low-emissions regulations (eg TA Luft); short delivery-times
from order placing; and locally-based parts and service support
in Ireland.
Established in 1993, Wartsila-Diesel Ireland provides local parts
and service support to over 100 Group engines that operate in

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1996

To mark Energy Awareness Week 1996, Kaeser Compressors and
BSNews are proud to bring you an opportunity to win a Kaeser
MAC41 Compressed Air Controller. to the value of £2,000, for
your company. The MAC41 was specifically designed to control and
sequence up to four compressors to achieve optimum energy
savings. Kaeser will assist with an on-site survey and installation and
commissioning of the MAC41.

Two return flights to London will be awarded to the winning
entrant.
Simply circle the correct answers to the three questions below, fill in
your details and return the form to the address below.
Q I. What percent of the overall lifetime cost of a compressor can
typically be attributed to its energy use?

(a) 30-40%

(b) 50-60%

(c) 70-80%

Q2. What percent of the overall power supplied to the
compressor typically ends up as heat been rejected from the
compressor?

(a) 30-40%

(b) 50-60%

(c) 70-80%

Q3. Which of the follOWing techniques is the most cost-effective
in reducing energy loss from a compressed air system?

(a)

Reducing air leaks

(b)

Reducing distribution pressure losses

(c)

Generating at a lower operating pressure.

Name:

.

Company:

.

Position: .............................. ,

.

Address:

.

................................................................................................................................
Tel. No:

.

Return to: Energy Awareness Week/Compressed Air Competition
PO Box 5391
Dublin 9
Rules: I. Only one entry per individual. 2. Entrants' company must
have a compressed air system. 3. Closing date for receipt of entries
23 October. 1996. 4. No correspondence will be entered into.
5. Only original entries will be accepted. 6. No cash in lieu of
prizes. 7. Judges decision will be final.
Full list of rules available on request from Energy Awareness
Week/Compressed Air competition, Edelman PR, Huguenot House,
St Stephen's Green, Dublin 2.
35
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New Structure for
Mitsubishi Electric

Wiirts"ila Diesel has always committed substantial resources to R&D

Ireland. Customers include Irish Ferries,
Dublin Corporation; Dublin Shipping,
etc, as well as the supertrawlers,
"Veronica" and "Atlantic Challenge"
which were recently delivered to
Killybegs.

Wartsilii-Diesel has the resources, the
technology and the commitment to be a
full-service, powerplant partner to
existing and future customers in Ireland.
Stand

0:

B18

Excalibur from Chatham Energy
Chatham Energy Management Services is a wholly Irish-owned company and
one of the market leaders in energy conservation. The company, now in
its 5th season, is the sole distributor in Ireland for the market-famous Excalibur
range of boiler management systems and warm air heat controllers.
Chatham Energy Management Services now has over 300 installations
nationwide, satisfied customers including government bodies, health boards,
property managers, industries, universities, schools, hotels and leisure centres.
With the Excalibur boiler management systems, CEMS guarantees a 15%
reduction in fuel consumption or a money-back guarantee. Another marketleading product in the Excalibur range is the Calibrair Heater Manager. The
Calibrair is designed to accurately control burner firing to increase combustion
efficiency and improve heat exchange characteristics. Savings in this area are
between 20%
to 30%.
All Chatham
Energy
Management
Services'
products
carry a 12month
warranty
while longerterm service
contracts can
also be
provided.
Stand No:
A17

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, one of
the world's leading electrical and
electronic corporations, has created a
unified pan-European sales and
marketing structure which will operate
under the umberella of a new company,
Mitsubishi Electric Europe BV,
('MEU'). The European sales
operation of Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation (MELCO) is currently
divided into five sales companies and
in the new structure these become
branches of Mitsubishi Electric Europe
BV (MEU). Branches are now country
specific with complete responsibility
for local sales and customer services
across the entire Mitsubishi Electric
product range. This will make buying
products and obtaining product
information easier for customers
throughout Europe, including Ireland.
In an effort to further enhance
customer service the company is to
establish "FA (factory automation)
Centres" at its various bases. FA control equipment includes general-purpose programmable logic
controller (PLCs), inverters and AC servo
units, as well as numerical
controllers.
Mitsubishi Electric Ireland intends to
have its own "Factory Automation
Centre" as soon as possible. Plans have
been submitted to the European
busine s unit and it is hoped that this
will go ahead in the very near future.
Stand executives in attendance will be
Sales Manager (Industrial Automation
Systems Division) Ciaran Moody, loe
McCabe and David Nichol!.

John Kilburn, head of installation at Chatham Energy
Management Services; Garath Holden, Excalibur Ltd; Willie
McNeely, Sales Manager, Chatham Energy Management
Services, and Graham Holden, Managing Director, Excalibur
Energy Ltd.
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Among the products being featured
will be variable speed drives with
built-in energy-saving modes;
programmable controllers; manmachine interface products; and
Scadasoftware systems.
Stand No: A16
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Super Silent
Glanded
Pumps

Pumping perfection in a series of Inline single and twin head and end
suction

close

coupled

pumps.

These have been specially designed
for building services applications
with

a

monobloc

which ensures
dimensions.

arrangelTlent

short

compact

•

Flanged connections
DN32-DN200, PN16

•

2,4 & 6 pole motors

•

Media temperature range from
-1 ooe to 130 0 e

•

Mechanical seal suitable for
both hot and chilled water
applications

•

Suitable for new or replacement
applications

•

Performance range - Flow rate
up to 160 US, Head up to
650KPa.

'''''.''01
Pumping Perfection

WILO Engineering Ltd., Enterprise Centre,
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There are over 3,000 reasons
why you should read this •••
That's how many
instruments,
controls, gauges
and valves are in
this New Dwyer
Catalogue which
includes full
technical
specification, and
application
details for
Dwyer,
Mercury,
W E Anderson,
Proximity
and
Love controls
product lines.

Send now for your FREE copy of
the Dwyer Catalogue
MA NO THERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
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Manotherm Limited The Control Centre,
4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 0 I - 452 2355;
Fax: 0 I - 45 I 6919
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